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News 
The TPK bee project
In July of this year, the bee year in the TPK
came to an end. Our TPK bees diligently
collected nectar and produced the first honey
made in the TPK. We summarize.

From the Park 
10th Foosball Championship
The 10th foosball championship will take place
on October 24th. The event is organized
together with andrena objects ag.

What else... 
Save-the-date: Art exhibition at 
the TPK
From November 17, 2023, the Karlsruhe artist,
Reinhold Braun, will exhibit some of his
artworks in our building at Emmy-Noether-Str.
9.

Your contact for technical issues in
the TPK
We introduce…
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The TPK bee project

10th Foosball Championship  

The TPK foosball championship will take place this year on Tuesday, October 24, 2023. As every
year, the foosball championship will be held in the casino of the Technologiepark Karlsruhe
GmbH and will be hosted by andrena objects ag. In the championship, various teams from the
companies located in the TPK compete against each other at foosball.
How to register, further information and details, you will find out soon. We'll keep you updated.

Save-the-date: Art exhibition at the TPK

Your contact for technical issues in the TPK 

 

Haben auch Sie interessante Berichte und Neuigkeiten über Ihr Unternehmen im 
Technologiepark Karlsruhe? Dann senden Sie uns diese bitte per E-Mail auf Deutsch 
und Englisch zu. Wenn Sie den Newsletter abonnieren oder zukünftig nicht mehr 
erhalten möchten, teilen Sie uns dies gerne über tpk@techpark.de mit. 
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From November 17th to December 31st, 2023 in our building at Emmy-
Noether-Str. 9 the art exhibition of the Karlsruhe artist, Reinhold Braun,
can be seen.
Braun's own and typical shapes find their place on every format - the
circle, the grid, the square or the ellipse. Most of his works are abstract-
figurative. The artist is less interested in the motif than in colour, light,
form and the image itself. His work has been shown in numerous
national and international exhibitions.

If you have any questions or concerns about technical matters,
our Mr. Kürner is available to you during office hours between
8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. You can reach him as usual via the
service telephone number: 0171 22 10 746. Outside of these
times you can of course also send him an e-mail at
kuerner@techpark.de.

Since April, there have been three bee colonies on the grounds of the
Technologiepark, which have been looked after continuously by the
Bienenzüchterverein Karlsruhe e.V. (BZV-KA), who also took care of the
animals. Thanks to the participation of the Projektträger Karlsruhe (KIT)
and the Technologiepark Karlsruhe GmbH, the TPK bee project has
been realized. The bee year finally came to an end in July and the honey
diligently produced by our TPK bees could be harvested for the first
time. After centrifuging, about 40 kg of honey was obtained, which is
divided among those involved in the TPK bee project.
We are happy about the great result and hope for a possible
continuation next year.
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